
POHANGINA RIVER

HUTT RIVER

MANAWATU RIVER

DESIGN to fit local 
reach conditions

MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLE

SELF-SIMILARITY

River channels have self-similar meander forms, arising from the feedback 
linkage of channel form/sediment transport/flow pattern.  The type and form 

of the channel meanders depends on the reach conditions, which can be 
defined in terms of flow (dominant discharge Q2), energy gradient or slope (s) 

and bed material size (as medium size of the armour layer d50).  A design 
channel based on natural meander forms can be determined from reach 

conditions, and will be of a different type for different river reaches.

Gary Williams



DESIGN CHANNEL

CHANNEL CLEARANCE

VEGETATION STRENGTHENING

VEGETATION INVIGORATION

CHANNEL SHAPING

VEGETATION BUFFER

BED MATERIAL EXTRACTION

STRUCTURAL STRENGTHENING

MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLE

INTER-DEPENDENCE

A range of measures 
selected to suit the site 
and management 
objectives.

The “basket” of specific 
measures are inter-
supportive.

SET OF INTEGRATED WORKS

The dynamics of rivers and 
their natural variability 

means that river 
management has to be site 
specific, and the techniques 

used have to form a self-
reinforcing and integrated 

set of measures, appropriate 
to the site.  River 

management must be 
responsive to the 

changeability of rivers, and 
is generally dependent on 

continual maintenance. Gary Williams



EXISTING

HEAVY CONTROL
Design Channel

Heavy 
strengthening

Vegetation buffer

RETREAT
Fenced off

Wide vegetation 
buffer

Some channel 
clearing

INTERMEDIATE
Design Fairway

Partial 
strengthening

Wider vegetation 
buffer

MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLE

META-STABILITY

“STABLE” “CHAOTIC”

Gary Williams

High cost of 
river works.
Degraded 

river environment

The long term most cost effective alternative (taking account of both river management 
costs and the impacts on river-side assets) is generally an intermediate solution — which 
also tends to be well-balanced environmentally.  As a dynamic system with oscillatory 
behaviour patterns over time, there are different possible river system ‘equilibria’.  To 
maintain a fixed ‘stable’ state requires much effort and costly protection and alignment 
measures.  Management can, though, reduce the ‘chaos’ of the system, and achieve both 
economic and environmental benefits from a less chargeable river (over space and time).  
The introduction of fast growing plants to NZ rivers has also greatly altered the vegetative 
dynamics along rivers, resulting in substantially altered channel forms and river 
environments

Cost effective.
Managed river
environment.

High cost 
from loss 
of land.

Longer term 
management 
difficulties.


